Armando Reverón was born in Caracas, May 10, 1889, the only child of Julio Reverón Carrión and Dolores Travieso. The marriage was far from stable. Dolores carried Armando to Valencia, where he remained for years as a foster child with a family named Rodríguez Zocca. Josefina Zocca became his surrogate sister. Here in the Valencian household, visited irregularly by his real mother, Armando passed his childhood happily except for a severe illness that struck him at the age of ten or eleven. Typhoid fever, as it was diagnosed, left him temporarily in a state of infantile regression, in which he was reduced psychologically to the age of three, playing with Josefina's dolls.

Although he recovered from his sickness, Armando continued to exhibit unusual traits of behavior, so much so that his classmates nicknamed him El Loco. From a maternal uncle, who had studied art in New York, the adolescent received his first lessons in painting. In 1906 Reverón was moved to Caracas to enter the Academy of Fine Arts.

Among his fellow pupils was Rafael Monasterios, with whom he was to travel to Spain in a couple of years. Academic conservatism - based on the canon that "history painting" occupied the highest pinnacle of art - precluded all but the most superficial contacts with progressive developments in Europe. In 1909, a strike by rebellious students broke out against the director. Armando and the other militants were expelled and he returned to Valencia where he continued to paint and study.

Readmitted to the Academy, Reverón held his first exhibition in 1911, from which he received a monthly stipend. He visited Spain. In Barcelona, Armando entered the same art school where Picasso had studied some 15 years earlier. Later Armando changed schools and enrolled in the Academy of San Fernando in Madrid - the same institution of which Goya had once been a member and, eventually, President. While in Spain Reverón was enthralled with the ideals and motifs of Modernismo. In 1915, Armando returned home to Venezuela. During his absence some of the progressive artists in Caracas had broken away from the Academy to found an association of their own, the Circle of Fine Arts. Reverón became an active participant introducing ideas from his European visit to the group.
Two artists arrived in Venezuela after World War I who would soon influence Reverón. One was a Franco-Venezuelan named Emilio Boggio, the first great exponent of Impressionism in Venezuelan painting. The other artist, Nicolas Ferdinando, a cosmopolitan, painted with a blue palette, perhaps inspired by the late works of Cezanne, the melancholy themes of Edward Munch, and of course, the Blue Period of Picasso.

The influence of Ferdinando transcended art. Not only did Ferdinando suggest flouting society, he recommended rejecting society. Deserting his mother's house, Armando and Juana joined Ferdinando at a flat in Rincon del Valle. Before he left for Curaçao where he soon died, Ferdinando persuaded Reverón to build his "castle" in Hacuto in 1920.

In another direction Emilio Boggio modified the art of Reverón by bringing him face to face with French Impressionism of which Armando knew little. Within just a few years the theories of Monet, Sisley, and Renoir would serve Reverón as points of departure for his own chromatic innovations.

Beginning in 1925, Reverón swiftly banished color from his canvases, reducing it to its origin in light, which is white – not a silvery or golden haze, not a kaleidoscope – but white. Boulton says of the white period:

"Reverón achieved an expression based on the value of light playing on colors and objects which went beyond that attempted by the French Impressionist and which was only barely perceived by Claude Monet during his 1899 London period. Reverón considered the physical body of light itself to be the dominant force. And since light was white even though it focused on objects of different qualities and gradations, the artist reduced the concept of color to the very simple formula that everything bathed in light lost its original color and was submerged in an overwhelming monochromatic totality. At that point, for Reverón, white became synonymous with light.

It is especially because of the high aesthetic quality of his "White Period" that Reverón has transcended the conventional limits of world painting and is becoming known as that of an authentic innovator, in the vanguard of the search for universal artistic values."

Reverón was not an artist scientist searching for visual truth; on the contrary, he was a mystic trying to record plastically the total impact of a singular tropical light upon the senses of an unstable but sincere visionary.
In 1936 the Sepía Period began. The search for authenticity was tempered by an emotional involvement with nature. By 1949 the Sepía Period was finished.

His mother's death in 1943 had been a cruel shock, from which Armando recovered with great difficulty. Her place was filled by the dolls he made of rags and straw. These dolls served increasingly as surrogate mothers, sisters, mistresses - the reality of womanhood. These dolls served as models. They were life-sized, with painted macabre expressions, genitalia realistically depicted, and their eyes in some cases rolling with erotic passion. Reverón conversed with the dolls.

During his later years Reverón prepared himself to paint by a fantastic ritual. Just as the Mayans had their pre-Columbian steam baths, self-mutilations and other propitiatory rites to alter consciousness; Reverón as shaman continued the ancient traditions.

Dressed only in shorts, the artist ready to paint wore a belt into which his brushes were tucked, a cincture which he tightened to prevent bad impulses originating below his torso - from his inferior zone - from rising into his euphoric superior zone. Next he stuffed his ears with cotton for complete silence. Then Reverón went out to warm up his sight, driving it to ecstasy in the colors of the landscape in the sunlight. Reverón felt the colors by touch in his "dance of colors" before he used them. He worked almost nude so the color of his clothing did not interfere with the work in progress and his eyes. Sometimes he bound his limbs with rope so that reflex movements would not jar his hand. He constantly moved before his easel, back and forth, side to side. He squinted until his eyes were almost closed, to see only the overall composition, eliminating details.

Reverón never bothered about the quality of the materials on which he painted, using cheap sackcloth or burlap wrapping, which he barely prepared. For colors, he mixed ground earths and powders mixed with glue on a piece of dried leather that served him as a palette. He made his own brushes, which he wrapped with cloth because he could not stand the hardness of the wood between his fingers. Everything had to come from his own hands. He made his own stretchers and frames. Did he use these materials because they were at hand and inexpensive, or because he believed that tellurically he could so assimilate them into his work as to produce a total harmony in accord with his convictions?

For Reverón painting was an organic necessity that demanded daily satisfaction. Reveron possessed great intuition but he also had great knowledge of pictorial technique. His knowledge of plastic values was so deeply rooted that he could not betray it, even during the most critical moments of his lunacy.

By the early fifties, Reverón had aged greatly, his
white beard giving him the appearance of a biblical patriarch. Juanita had grown obese. The couple had finally married in 1950. Four years later, but still painting, Armando Peverón died in the Sanitarium of San Jorge, Caracas. In 1979, the Republic of Venezuela marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of his death with a large retrospective at the Caracas Museum of Modern Art.
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SET 202  REVERÓN'S  WHITE PERIOD

202 A  Light beyond the bower
Oil on fabric .48 x .64  1926
The light shimmers amongst the bower. The physical body of light becomes the dominant force. The picture has a monochromatic totality.

202 B  Landscape
The brushstrokes are very loose barely delimiting the landscape in the foreground. A simple wash of white indicates light in the sky. The fabric of the canvas unifies the landscape and sky.

202 C  The Coconut Tree
Oil on fabric .47 x .61  1926
The form of the trees is subordinated by shimmering light. To paint light in more than a simply aesthetic sense, was his intention. White symbolizes purity, the astral being, the sublime. Reverón sought his spirit, following the footprints of his own magic thought.

202 D  Two Figures
These two figures are ghost-like in the way Reverón has used white to show light playing across the figures.

202 E  House and Trees
Oil on fabric  1933
The house is barely suggested as a form by the white light that delimitates it. The tree and background are painted in a loose manner.

202 F  Self Portrait with Dolls
Carbon pencil, chalk, pastel on paper .63 x .73  1948
This drawing was executed during the period of mental deterioration. With a sad and nostalgic expression and wearing what resembles a shroud, the artist turns away from his dolls that seem to dance their final pirouette of death.
Two Figures
The stiffness of the figures suggest that Reverón used his life sized dolls as models. The brushwork is loose and white light highlights form. One figure reclines across the top half of the picture. The second figure stabilizes the composition on the vertical plane.

Reclining Nude
This picture may begin the sepia period. The sepia hair and shadow behind the woman highlight the masses and form. Light seems to bath the surface of the woman.

Portrait of the painter Hurtado.
Pencil and cigarette ash
Reverón has used loose strokes and light and dark to portray Hurtado.

Study of a head, the Ceramist Adela Rico.
Charcoal and pencil were used to sketch this portrait. The eyes seem lost in the face. The mouth and hair are the strongest elements.
Armando Reverón was born in Caracas, May 10, 1889, the only child of Julio Reverón Carmendia and Dolores Travieso. The marriage was far from stable. Dolores carried Armando to Valencia, where he remained for years as a foster child with a family named Rodríguez Zocca. Josefina Zocca became his surrogate sister. Here in the Valencian household, visited irregularly by his real mother, Armando passed his childhood happily except for a severe illness that struck him at the age of ten or eleven. Typhoid fever, as it was diagnosed, left him temporarily in a state of infantile regression, in which he was reduced psychologically to the age of three, playing with Josefina's dolls.

Although he recovered from his sickness, Armando continued to exhibit unusual traits of behavior, so much so that his classmates nicknamed him El Loco. From a maternal uncle, who had studied art in New York, the adolescent received his first lessons in painting. In 1908 Reverón was moved to Caracas to enter the Academy of Fine Arts.

Among his fellow pupils was Rafael Monasterios, with whom he was to travel to Spain in a couple of years. Academic conservatism - based on the canon that "history painting" occupied the highest pinnacle of art - precluded all but the most superficial contacts with progressive developments in Europe. In 1909, a strike by rebellious students broke out against the director. Armando and the other militants were expelled and he returned to Valencia where he continued to paint and study.

Readmitted to the Academy, Reverón held his first exhibition in 1911, from which he received a monthly stipend. He visited Spain. In Barcelona, Armando entered the same art school where Picasso had studied some 15 years earlier. Later Armando changed schools and enrolled in the Academy of San Fernando in Madrid - the same institution of which Goya had once been a member and, eventually, President. While in Spain Reverón was enthralled with the ideals and motifs of Modernismo. In 1915, Armando returned home to Venezuela. During his absence some of the progressive artists in Caracas had broken away from the Academy to found an association of their own, the Circle of Fine Arts. Reverón became an active participant introducing ideas from his European visit to the group.
Two artists arrived in Venezuela after World War I who would soon influence Reverón. One was a Franco-Venezuelan named Emilio Boggio, the first great exponent of Impressionism in Venezuelan painting. The other artist, Nicolas Ferdinandov, a cosmopolitan, painted with a blue palette, perhaps inspired by the late works of Cézanne, the melancholy themes of Edward Munch, and of course, the Blue Period of Picasso.

The influence of Ferdinandov transcended art. Not only did Ferdinandov suggest flouting society, he recommended rejecting society. Deserting his mother's house, Armando and Juanita joined Ferdinandov at a flat in Rincón del Valle. Before he left for Curacao where he soon died, Ferdinandov persuaded Reverón to build his "castle" in Macuto in 1920.

In another direction Emilio Boggio modified the art of Reverón by bringing him face to face with French Impressionism of which Armando knew little. Within just a few years the theories of Monet, Sisley, and Renoir would serve Reverón as points of departure for his own chromatic innovations.

Beginning in 1925, Reverón swiftly banished color from his canvases, reducing it to its origin in light, which is white - not a silvery or golden haze, not a kaleidoscope - but white. Boulton says of the white period:

"Reverón achieved an expression based on the value of light playing on colors and objects which went beyond that attempted by the French Impressionist and which was only barely perceived by Claude Monet during his 1899 London period. Reverón considered the physical body of light itself to be the dominant force. And since light was white even though it focused on objects of different qualities and gradations, the artist reduced the concept of color to the very simple formula that everything bathed in light lost its original color and was submerged in an overwhelming monochromatic totality. At that point, for Reverón, white became synonymous with light.

It is especially because of the high aesthetic quality of his "White Period" that Reverón has transcended the conventional limits of world painting and is becoming known as that of an authentic innovator, in the vanguard of the search for universal artistic values."

Reverón was not an artist scientist searching for visual truth; on the contrary, he was a mystic trying to record plastically the total impact of a singular tropical light upon the senses of an unstable but sincere visionary.
In 1936 the Sepia Period began. The search for authenticity was tempered by an emotional involvement with nature. By 1949 the Sepia Period was finished.

His mother’s death in 1943 had been a cruel shock, from which Armando recovered with great difficulty. Her place was filled by the dolls he made of rags and straw. These dolls served increasingly as surrogate mothers, sisters, mistresses - the reality of womanhood. These dolls served as models. They were life-sized, with painted macabre expressions, genitalia realistically depicted, and their eyes in some cases rolling with erotic passion. Reverón conversed with the dolls.

During his later years Reverón prepared himself to paint by a fantastic ritual. Just as the Mayans had their pre-Columbian steam baths, self-mutilations and other propitiatory rites to alter consciousness; Reverón as shaman continued the ancient traditions.

Dressed only in shorts, the artist ready to paint wore a belt into which his brushes were tucked, a cinchure which he tightened to prevent bad impulses originating below his torso - from his inferior zone - from rising into his euphoric superior zone. Next he stuffed his ears with cotton for complete silence. Then Reverón went out to warm up his sight, driving it to ecstasy in the colors of the landscape in the sunlight. Reverón felt the colors by touch in his "dance of colors" before he used them. He worked almost nude so the color of his clothing did not interfere with the work in progress and his eyes. Sometimes he bound his limbs with rope so that reflex movements would not jar his hand. He constantly moved before his easel, back and forth, side to side. He squinted until his eyes were almost closed, to see only the overall composition, eliminating details.

Reverón never bothered about the quality of the materials on which he painted, using cheap sackcloth or burlap wrapping, which he barely prepared. For colors, he mixed ground earths and powders mixed with glue on a piece of dried leather that served him as a palette. He made his own brushes, which he wrapped with cloth because he could not stand the hardness of the wood between his fingers. Everything had to come from his own hands. He made his own stretchers and frames. Did he use these materials because they were at hand and inexpensive, or because he believed that tellurically he could so assimilate them into his work as to produce a total harmony in accord with his convictions?

For Reverón painting was an organic necessity that demanded daily satisfaction. Reverón possessed great intuition but he also had great knowledge of pictorial technique. His knowledge of plastic values was so deeply rooted that he could not betray it, even during the most critical moments of his lunacy.

By the early fifties, Reverón had aged greatly, his
white beard giving him the appearance of a biblical patriarch. Juanita had grown obese. The couple had finally married in 1950. Four years later, but still painting, Armando Reverón died in the Sanitarium of San Jorge, Caracas. In 1979, the Republic of Venezuela marked the twenty fifth anniversary of his death with a large retrospective at the Caracas Museum of Modern Art.
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SET 200  REVERÓN: HIS STUDIO AND DOLLS

200 A  A portrait of Reverón in 1952, two years before his death.

200 B  The street in Macato, Venezuela where Reverón built his "castle."

200 C  A detail of the entrance to Reverón's castle.

200 D  Studio interior with several dolls that Reverón created.

200 E  A doll with red braids holding a black doll baby.

200 F  A detail of the face of the doll in 200 E.

200 G  A close up of three doll's heads.

200 H  Two dolls reclining.

200 I  A studio interior with several dolls that Reverón made.

200 J  A life-size Reverón doll with painted face and blond wig.
Armando Reverón was born in Caracas, May 10, 1889, the only child of Julio Reverón Garmendia and Dolores Travieso. The marriage was far from stable. Dolores carried Armando to Valencia, where he remained for years as a foster child with a family named Rodríguez Zocca. Josefina Zocca became his surrogate sister. Here in the Valencian household, visited irregularly by his real mother, Armando passed his childhood happily except for a severe illness that struck him at the age of ten or eleven. Typhoid fever, as it was diagnosed, left him temporarily in a state of infantile regression, in which he was reduced psychologically to the age of three, playing with Josefina's dolls.

Although he recovered from his sickness, Armando continued to exhibit unusual traits of behavior, so much so that his classmates nicknamed him El Loco. From a maternal uncle, who had studied art in New York, the adolescent received his first lessons in painting. In 1908 Reverón was moved to Caracas to enter the Academy of Fine Arts.

Among his fellow pupils was Rafael Monasterios, with whom he was to travel to Spain in a couple of years. Academic conservatism — based on the canon that "history painting" occupied the highest pinnacle of art — precluded all but the most superficial contacts with progressive developments in Europe. In 1909, a strike by rebellious students broke out against the director. Armando and the other militants were expelled and he returned to Valencia where he continued to paint and study.

Readmitted to the Academy, Reverón held his first exhibition in 1911, from which he received a monthly stipend. He visited Spain. In Barcelona, Armando entered the same art school where Picasso had studied some 15 years earlier. Later Armando changed schools and enrolled in the Academy of San Fernando in Madrid — the same institution of which Goya had once been a member and, eventually President. While in Spain Reverón was enthralled with the ideals and motifs of Modernismo. In 1915, Armando returned home to Venezuela. During his absence some of the progressive artists in Caracas had broken away from the Academy to found an association of their own, the Circle of Fine Arts. Reverón became an active participant introducing ideas from his European visit to the group.
Two artists arrived in Venezuela after World War I who would soon influence Reverón. One was a Franco-Venezuelan named Emilio Boggio, the first great exponent of Impressionism in Venezuelan painting. The other artist, Nicolas Ferdinandov, a cosmopolitan, painted with a blue palette, perhaps inspired by the late works of Cézanne, the melancholy themes of Edward Munch, and of course, the Blue Period of Picasso.

The influence of Ferdinandov transcended art. Not only did Ferdinandov suggest flouting society, he recommended rejecting society. Deserting his mother's house, Armando and Juanita joined Ferdinandov at a flat in Rincón del Valle. Before he left for Curacao where he soon died, Ferdinandov persuaded Reverón to build his "castle" in Macuto in 1920.

In another direction Emilio Boggio modified the art of Reverón by bringing him face to face with French Impressionism of which Armando knew little. Within just a few years the theories of Monet, Sisley, and Renoir would serve Reverón as points of departure for his own chromatic innovations.

Beginning in 1925, Reverón swiftly banished color from his canvases, reducing it to its origin in light, which is white—not a silvery or golden haze, not a kaleidoscope—but white. Boulton says of the white period:

"Reverón achieved an expression based on the value of light playing on colors and objects which went beyond that attempted by the French Impressionist and which was only barely perceived by Claude Monet during his 1899 London period. Reverón considered the physical body of light itself to be the dominant force. And since light was white even though it focused on objects of different qualities and gradations, the artist reduced the concept of color to the very simple formula that everything bathed in light lost its original color and was submerged in an overwhelming monochromatic totality. At that point, for Reverón, white became synonymous with light.

It is especially because of the high aesthetic quality of his "White Period" that Reverón has transcended the conventional limits of world painting and is becoming known as that of an authentic innovator, in the vanguard of the search for universal artistic values."

Reverón was not an artist scientist searching for visual truth; on the contrary, he was a mystic trying to record plastically the total impact of a singular tropical light upon the senses of an unstable but sincere visionary.
In 1936 the Sepia Period began. The search for authenticity was tempered by an emotional involvement with nature. By 1949 the Sepia Period was finished.

His mother's death in 1943 had been a cruel shock, from which Armando recovered with great difficulty. Her place was filled by the dolls he made of rags and straw. These dolls served increasingly as surrogate mothers, sisters, mistresses - the reality of womanhood. These dolls served as models. They were life-sized, with painted macabre expressions, genitalia realistically depicted, and their eyes in some cases rolling with erotic passion. Reverón conversed with the dolls.

During his later years Reverón prepared himself to paint by a fantastic ritual. Just as the Mayans had their pre-Columbian steam baths, self-mutilations and other propitiatory rites to alter consciousness; Reverón as shaman continued the ancient traditions.

Dressed only in shorts, the artist ready to paint wore a belt into which his brushes were tucked, a cincture which he tightened to prevent bad impulses originating below his torso - from his inferior zone - from rising into his euphoric superior zone. Next he stuffed his ears with cotton for complete silence. Then Reverón went out to warm up his sight, driving it to ecstasy in the colors of the landscape in the sunlight. Reverón felt the colors by touch in his "dance of colors" before he used them. He worked almost nude so the color of his clothing did not interfere with the work in progress and his eyes. Sometimes he bound his limbs with rope so that reflex movements would not jar his hand. He constantly moved before his easel, back and forth, side to side. He squinted until his eyes were almost closed, to see only the overall composition, eliminating details.

Reverón never bothered about the quality of the materials on which he painted, using cheap sackcloth or burlap wrapping, which he barely prepared. For colors, he mixed ground earths and powders mixed with glue on a piece of dried leather that served him as a palette. He made his own brushes, which he wrapped with cloth because he could not stand the hardness of the wood between his fingers. Everything had to come from his own hands. He made his own stretchers and frames. Did he use these materials because they were at hand and inexpensive, or because he believed that tellurically he could assimilate them into his work as to produce a total harmony in accord with his convictions?

For Reverón painting was an organic necessity that demanded daily satisfaction. Reverón possessed great intuition but he also had great knowledge of pictorial technique. His knowledge of plastic values was so deeply rooted that he could not betray it, even during the most critical moments of his lunacy.

By the early fifties, Reverón had aged greatly, his
white beard giving him the appearance of a biblical patriarch. Juanita had grown obese. The couple had finally married in 1950. Four years later, but still painting, Armando Reverón died in the Sanitarium of San Jorge, Caracas. In 1979, The Republic of Venezuela marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of his death with a large retrospective at the Caracas Museum of Modern Art.
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SET 201  PAINTINGS BY REVERON

201 A  Procession of the Virgin in the Valley
Oil on fabric  .62 x .69  1920
Icy blues dominate the impressionistic painting.

201 B  The Trinitarian
Oil on fabric  .74 x .84  1922
Light seems to bounce off this blossoming tree
which bears the title "The Hired Mourner."

201 C  Palm Trees
Oil on fabric  .60 x .44  1920
Reveron's brushwork is looser, yet he captures the
feeling of tropical light filtering through the palm
branches.

201 D  The Cave
Oil on fabric  1.01 x 1.55  1919
Although the two figures are obviously prostitutes
the conventional ambience of the brothel is missing.
Their world has been removed from reality with
pervasive blues and symbolic implications. They are
creatures from a murky corner of the psyche, a
pictorial metaphor from Reveron's "inferior zone."
Forms acquire new meaning in the aqueous depths of
sapphire. Something rather demonic - reminiscent of
Goya slumbers in the half-shadowed faces of the
odalisques. Whores, mermaids, demons, the females
are protean in form and meaning. This painting
reflects the influence of Ferdinandov.

201 E  Fiesta in Caraballeda
Oil on fabric  .67 x .95  1924
This is an early work of Reveron's white period.
He takes impressionism one step closer to pure light.
He painted with intensity. Between the leaves of the
overhanging tree and the heads of the celebrants, a
neutral zone of incandescent light was created where
everything material dissolves into an abyss.
Juanita
Oil on fabric  1.00 x 1.63  1919
More of Goya is revealed in the painting of Juanita. The model reclines with a direct, but veiled gaze upon the viewer. Dragged brushstrokes, broken color, and fluid scumbling recall the coloring of Goya's masterpieces.

The Coconut Tree
Oil on fabric  .50 x .58
The Sepia Period began in 1936 with an emotional involvement with nature. The coarse brown texture of the burlap serves as an unifying thread in the tapestry of earth, sand, tree and sky, relieved only by a few washes of oil. The negative spaces seem almost oriental. It is full of an austere disciplined emotion.

Dawn
Oil on fabric  .56 x .67
More sensual is the painting Dawn. The motif of coconut tree and inlet seen in skeletal form in the Coconut Tree are now fleshy and ripe. The sky of Dawn melts into warm colors, while the vegetation marches into the sea.

Beach Landscape
Oil and tempera on fabric  .60 x .72
In this sepia painting, Reveron uses the coarse brown of the burlap to unify earth, tree and sky. The tree is painted with the loosest brushwork. Only a few washes of oil and tempera represent the sky and inlet.

Great Reclining Nude
Charcoal and pastel on paper  1947
Following 1945, Reveron's visual world became increasingly reduced to the small space of his studio. Warm sepia tones flesh out the mass and curved planes of the model.